PRAYERS. Deceased: Brother-in-law of Tom Freeman of Dillon; friend of Kieran Kealy of Pangborn; grandfather of Tim Carroll of Sorin; grandfather of Michael Thoman of Cavanaugh; Mary Louise, Loretta, and Thomas V. Cooke; James V. Stafford, Sr. Ill: Aunt of Terry Mosser of Howard; Van Wallace (annointed yesterday).

THE MARRIAGE INSTITUTE for Seniors gets under way a week from tonight. Good idea to mark your calendars now.

WHILE THIS MAY BE THE SLACK season for TV viewing (the baseball season won't start for a while yet), yet it's time we reminded you that CONFESSIONS are still heard every Saturday evening in Sacred Heart Church between 6:00 and 8:30 P.M. And....

IT'S NOT TOO EARLY TO PREPARE FOR LENT BEGINNING MARCH 2, 1960

0 THIS YEAR'S LENTEN SERIES will again be in the form of a brief five minute sermon at the daily 5:10 Mass in Sacred Heart Church. Here is a list of the topics to be treated:

A Preview
Why do we go to Mass?
The four "WHY's" of the Mass

The Mass PLEASES CHRIST:
The Mass PLEASES CHRIST
The Mass TESTS YOUR FAITH in Christ
The Mass PROVES YOUR LOVE for Christ
The Mass elicits HEROIC LOVE for Christ
The Mass enables CHRIST to HELP US

The Mass HELPS YOU:
The Mass HELPS you in THIS LIFE
The Mass HELPS you in THIS LIFE
The Mass HELPS you AFTER DEATH
The Mass enables us to HELP OURSELVES
Same topic, part 2

The Mass HELPS OTHERS:
The Mass UNITES INDIVIDUALS
The Mass UNITES GROUPS
The Mass helps us to HELP OUR NEIGHBOR
The Mass and THE CROSS
HOW GREAT is the Mass?

The Mass is FOR SINNERS:
The PRIEST is UNWORTHY of the Mass
The PEOPLE are UNWORTHY of the Mass
The Mass HELPS SINNERS
The Mass is ALWAYS EFFECTIVE

The Mass is FOR SAINTS:
The SAINTS AT MASS
The SAINTS AT MASS,
The SAINTS AT MA'S,
COURAGE and the Mass
MARY and The Mass
Some are in the mood but haven't the money... Some have the money but aren't in the mood... Some have both the mood and the money

For what? To follow the sun...come Easter vacation. (Some already have taken advantage of the between-Semesters "break" or the long week-end just ended to make the trek to freckleland.) Don't get me wrong. No one is arguing it's immoral to seek up the sun. Oh, it may dry out your skin; it may cause your nose to peel; over-exposure may weaken your eyes; and your acquaintances may conclude you're loaded (with money, that is)and make you feel you're the Local Loan Co. before June rolls around. But I'm more concerned about the way some live while vacationing in the southland.

FORT LAUDERDALE rightfully boasts of its six miles of beach, its one hundred sixty miles of canals and waterways, and its collection of chimpanzees (largest of its kind in the state). What is particularly disturbing, though, is that some of the collegians who find their way into the Elbow Room prompt the city-fathers to fear that one of the Mandrill baboons has escaped from its cage.

"SO??????..... We're paying for our fun, aren't we?" Yes, I suppose you might say you're paying for it. You give the bar-tender a quarter and a nickle. But what should you be shelling out for the embarrassment you cause to those you're with, or those who wear the same kind of shirt or ring as you do? What sort of penance would be fitting for one who makes an unholy mess of a time most Christians term "Holy Spring".

SINCE CHRISTMAS, more than a few Easter plans have been made over more than a few hands of bridge. Some over-bid their bridge-hands; some may have over-extended themselves regarding plans for the Easter vacation. Have you? Best way to decide this is by asking yourself questions like these:

1. Can you come by the money it will take....honestly?
2. Can you resist being overpowered by palm-trees and pretty girls.
3. Can you resist having a beer at every tap?
4. Can you conduct yourself away from home as you would at home?

EASTER'S LATE THIS YEAR. The weather at home will be half-way decent. So save your money. It could also mean saving your soul.

Student Chaplain